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God helped us to feed our Visitors! 

We are thankful to God for giving us victories in Lucena evangelism. 

We are also thankful to God for touching the heart of our visitors who came to church to 

attend our service last September 6,2015 and felt compassion for those hungry souls 

going inside the church and finding place for them to sit for all the chairs were already 

occupied by visitors, We rented more chairs for them and detached one side of the wall 

of our temporary church while the brethren of Lucena is standing outside the church 

during our service because we all gave our seats for our visitors, and our hearts our 

filled with joy in praising and thanking God for his mercy.  

God did also helped us to feed our visitor’s. That Sunday we only prepare lunch with the 

help of the young people, for 80 person only, the food is for the church evangelism 

visitors, the acts students, Bro. Minh with his family and my family. But in the middle of 

the service as we count our visitors it reach 128 person, so me and my wife starts to 

worry if how can we feed all those visitors that are in the church, where we will place 

them to eat because our church area can’t accommodate them all, so Sis. Pabanil went 

to the kitchen, gather all our plates that we have, and instructed some ladies in the 

church to prepare the lunch and put in the plates individually and while doing they are 

praying that God will bless the food that we can feed all the visitors who attended our 

church, and Glory be to God, as Sis. Pabanil and the ladies putting the foods in the 

plates they are counting to 102 until it reach 156 plates, Glory be to God for God 

blesses and add our food and he didn't let us to be run out of food for all our visitors 

although we cooked lunch was for only 80 person but God did blessed the food until it 

can feed 156 person, we remember what God did in his one of the miracles feeding the 

people with only 2 fish and 5 loaves of bread. And we also thank God for the vacant lot 

beside our temporary church and parsonage was suddenly arranged and the 128 

visitors were accommodated at the same time to eat the lunch, we really thank God for 

his mercy and goodness to us. 

 We want to give all the Glory to God. 

 



 

 

 


